Review – G8

Tutorial: Was the chapter organization, content, illustrative examples suitable as a teaching material? If so comment on how it can be improved?

Organization and content is fine but more examples could have been added. As a new reader, it would be difficult to understand the figures as they are not self descriptive. It would be good to add a little description about them.

New Material: Did the chapter cover or add sufficiently new material compared to the text book content? If not what areas do you think need more attention?

I think more examples are required with each concept. In the book a nice “concept-example” pattern is followed, it should also be followed in this section so as to maintain consistency with rest of the book. Rest all is fine.

Comprehensive: Was the book chapter content presented comprehensive? Did it cover all major developments in the sub-area of the topic? If not what topics need to be added?

Yes

Presentation Critique: Rate the talk on a scale of 0(poor) to 10(excellent) and provide a brief justification (50 Words) while suggesting areas for improvement on the following:

- Was the talk accessible to an "intelligent lay person"? Yes 9
- Did the talk emphasize a central message that conveys the overall value of the work being executed? More emphasis could have been paid. One more slide could have been created on trends. 9
- Did the talk attempt to relate to the audience and showed effort in conveying key ideas clearly? 9
- Was the speaker’s response to questions satisfactory? Yes 9